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Automatic gauge change  
for cross-border travel

Electronic tagging of cargo for reliable  
tracking and reduced delays

Intelligent robots unload  
and sort cargo

Automatic freight trains distribute 
freight and goods on the go

Alternative power sources from 
hydrogen, nuclear, air propulsion or 

magnetic levitation

Flexible interiors that cater for  
different passenger needs

Automated passenger trains  
optimise running time and reliability

Smart window glazing dims  
automatically to control heat and glare

Real-time passenger information 
for seamless journey planning

Mobility and lifestyle hub for 
business, leisure and connectivity

Monitoring drone for predictive 
maintenance and improved security

Ticketless and security  
technology eliminates gate-lines 
in stations

Underground freight pipelines for 
moving goods in cities

Virtual shopping wall that offers 
convenience and ease

Intelligent robots to repair and 
maintain infrastructure

Energy flooring that generates 
electricity from footfall

Driverless pods powered by 
clean energy
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“Children are a kind of 
indicator species. If we 
can build a successful city 
for children, we will have a 
successful city for all people.” 

– Enrique Peñalosa, 
   Mayor of Bogotá

© Cityscope



A changing urban context

2050: 66% of people will live in cities.1

80% of adult population is 
insufficiently active as a result of 
urbanisation.2

2030: 60% of urban dwellers will be 
under the age of 18.3

1 Statista (2018). Proportion of population in cities worldwide 
from 1985 to 2050.
2 WHO (2017). Fact Sheet: Physical Activity.
3 Lindsey,  K.R. (2012). Small beginnigs. Financial Times.
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The role of the built 
environment

Child development:
The early years of a child’s life are 
very important for his/ her health and 
development.4 

4 Unicef (2011). Child development. Unicef.org.

CC-BY-NC-ND Jeff Laitila
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“When society fails to extend to 
urban children the services and 
protection that would enable 
them to develop as productive 
and creative individuals, it loses 
the social, cultural and economic 
contributions they could have 
made.”

– Anthony Lake, 
  Director UNICEF
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A catalyst for  
improving cities

Focusing on the needs of children 
has the potential to act as a 
unifying theme to navigate 
complex challenges and gain 
support for progressive ideas. 
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Achieving  
child-friendly cities

Actors should be opportunistic 
and strategic, championing 
child-friendly ideas into policy and 
projects in all aspects of city 
making.



Traffic and 
pollution

High-rise living 
and urban 
sprawl 

Crime, social fears 
and risk aversion

Isolation and 
intolerance

Inadequate and 
unequal access to 
the city

The core challenges of urban childhoods



‘I don’t want a Childhood City. 
I want a city where children 
live in the same world as I do.’

– Colin Ward  
   author of ‘The Child in the City’

© Architecturef Foundation



A vital part of shaping and 
supporting cities

Child-friendly urban planning  
is a vital part of planning, design and 
management of cities that work  
for everyone. 

© Noah Sheldon, Julian Richards
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Children’s infrastructure

The network of spaces, streets, 
nature and interventions which 
make up the key features of a  
child-friendly city.
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Everyday freedoms

Playful behaviours and freedom 
to explore should be part of 
everyday life, throughout the city. 
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Opportunity areas

•  Streets and spaces near peoples homes

•  Intergenerational, multifunctional spaces

•  Influencing everyday journeys

•  Interventions at the neighbourhood scale

•  Reducing car dominance

•  Connected green infrastructure networks
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Simple solutions











The benefits of child-friendly cities
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- Physical activity

- Mental wellbeing

- Accessible activities

- Intergenerational activities



The benefits of child-friendly cities

Health and  
wellbeing

Local 
economy

Safety

Nature and 
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Resilience

A catalyst for 
improving cities

Stronger 
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- Retention of families

- Vibrant destinations

- Attractive developments

- Space saving



The benefits of child-friendly cities

Health and  
wellbeing

Local 
economy

Safety

Nature and 
sustainability

Resilience

A catalyst for 
improving cities

Stronger 
communities

- Road safety

- Safe and active streets

- Perceived safety

- Addressing social fears



The benefits of child-friendly cities
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- Generating community

- Time spent together

- Social interaction

- Inclusive and accessible



The benefits of child-friendly cities

Health and  
wellbeing

Local 
economy

Safety

Nature and 
sustainability

Resilience

A catalyst for 
improving cities

Stronger 
communities

- Connection to nature

- Wilder natural spaces

- Risk and adventure

- Wellbeing and sanctuary



- Resilient citizens

- Climate resilience

- Response to threats

- Multifunctionality

The benefits of child-friendly cities

Health and  
wellbeing

Local 
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Safety

Nature and 
sustainability

Resilience

A catalyst for 
improving cities

Stronger 
communities



- Unifying theme

- Citizenship

- Overcoming resistance

- Resourcefulness

The benefits of child-friendly cities

Health and  
wellbeing

Local 
economy

Safety

Nature and 
sustainability

Resilience

A catalyst for 
improving cities

Stronger 
communities
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Global case studies
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Advocates for urban 
transformation

Bogotá and Tirana see children 
as agents of change, driving 
a sense of ownership and 
influencing behaviours from 
reduced car use to sustainable 
waste management. 



© River District

Attracting families for 
economic competitiveness

Private-sector led developments 
like River District, Vancouver 
create vibrant destinations 
that can attract and sustain 
new communities and make 
flexible use of space. 



© CTPA Students

Encouraging safe and 
active spaces

Barcelona is supporting physical 
activity with a radical superblocks 
strategy, restricting traffic to 
main roads and turning internal 
streets into safe and green 
‘citizen spaces’. 



Reclaiming streets through
community action

Play Streets in Bristol, London,
Melbourne, New York and Tokyo
are small yet catalytic steps creating
space and freedom for community
interaction while highlighting problem
areas for change.

© Playing Out
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Resilient and shared  
use cities

The City of Rotterdam reframed 
how city spaces were shared, 
transforming schoolyards into 
neighbourhood squares and 
creating parks that enhanced 
climate change resilience while 
offering opportunities for play.



Traffic measures Community gardens Play streetsPedestrian priority Neighbourhood 
mapping

Intergenerational 
spaces

Multifunctional green 
infrastructure

Playful encounters Multi-use 
community spaces

Cultural and 
heritage spaces

Construction sitesSense of ownership Wild spaces

Playable spaces

Recommended interventions



Appoint 
a child 
friendly 

champion
Simplify 

requirements 
and regulations

Integrate 
child-friendly 
criteria into 

procurement 
processes

Implement a 
children’s 

infrastructure 
policy

Map, monitor 
and measure 

everyday 
freedoms

Look 
beyond 

the basic 
design 

function

Explore innovative
and creative

approaches to
playable spaces

Transform 
outdoor

institutional 
settings

Design 
walkable 

and green 
environments

Recommend 
evidence-based 

policies, guidelines 
and indicators

Adopt inclusive 
and �exible 

management 
strategies

Explore funding 
through CSR  
requirementsEnhance 

construction 
phases of 

development

Look 
beyond the 

development 
boundary

Incorporate 
temporary 

events 

Actions and 
opportunities
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Developers and 
investors

Built environment 
professionals
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Response in six months

10,902
unique page
views on 
arup.com

4,080
downloads

17+
articles and 
blogs



Merwedekanaalzone 4

Develop child-friendly principles to help 
achieve vision of a new healthy urban living 
area which appeals to families/starters/empty 
nesters/expats.

- 600 homes

- 8 acres site

- 10 min. from station

- 90% car-free

Voormalig Defensieterrein, Utrecht

Utrecht 
central station

© SVP © SVP



Children’s independent mobility (CIM)

The measure of how much freedom children have to explore 
their surroundings without direct adult supervision.

Understanding how this increases over the course of a child’s
life gives an indication of where their activities and facilities 
will be concentrated.

This leads to “higher levels of physical activity, sociability
and improved mental wellbeing.” Policy Studies Institute

Increasing levels of independent mobility



Reducing car dominance

Parked and moving cars are a significant barrier for children, 
due to a child’s smaller height and inability to see around to 
assess if it is safe to cross a street. 

Moving them to the edges also benefits the health agenda 
of increasing active mobility and creates safer and more 
usable public space. 

90% of the public space is reserved for pedestrians and 
cyclist.

Underground parking scheme

cyclist route

car acces

underground car parking

mobility hub



Intergenerational spaces

Child-friendly principles identified an opportunity to create a 
safe, intergenerational space, by connecting roof gardens 
together, main image.

Interconnected green roofs

Green roofs
© John Sturrock



Sun and visibility analysis

The public space was improved by showing which spaces 
are highly visible and enjoy a great deal of sunlight to focus 
play areas. These areas are perceived as safe for children.

Potential areas for integrated green playgrounds Places with more shadow are perfect for leafy trees



Active and vibrant streets

The massing was improved to create a comfortable outdoor
living environment, increasing natural surveillance, reducing 
wind impact and enhancing energy performance.

A range of experiences were created for all the family to 
spend time together in the sun.

Infromal, formal, residential play and community hubs

Residential play

Informal play

Active frontage

Sheltered hang out

Community hubs

Playground



Playable public realm

This model has been developed as a way of assessing 
items such as street furniture for the physical affordances 
they offer children’s play.

Enhance opportunities for informal play throughout the 
public realm, making it part of everyday journeys.

Physical affordances for play © Rehwaldt



Masterplan Voormalig Defensieterrein

 © SVP



‘Successful and adaptive 
urban systems are driven 
by inclusivity. Our ability to 
engage children in the urban 
context will determine its 
future success’

– Paul Jansen
   Arup
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Contact

arup.com/urbanchildhoods 
Paul.Jansen@arup.com  // urbanchildhoods@arup.com

#urbanchildhoods


